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A significant discrepancy exists between recent measurements of the D* + branching frac-
tions and the pre-existing world average values. A measurement of these branching frac-
tions has been made using some 27 pb-1 of e+e- collisions at 4.03 GeV center of mass
energy collected by the Beijing Spectrometer experiment at the Beijing Electron Positron
Collider. At this energy, DD* pair production events are distinguishable from D D and
DD events using the distinct momentum spectra of the D mesons produced in each type of
event. The numbers of D mesons reconstructed in the D K ir and D + K r+n+
modes in DD* events have been counted, and from these numbers the D *+ branching frac-
tions have been extracted. The results are consistent with the current world average.
'Thesis Supervisor: Richard K. Yamamoto
'Title: Professor of Physics
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Chapter 1
Motivation
1.1 Introduction
The D* meson consists of a charm quark and an up or down antiquark.1 It has a spin of
one, indicating that the two quark spins are aligned. Some parameters of the D* mesons
(and of several other states involved in this analysis) are given in Table 1.1 [1]. The D*+
meson decays via three modes: to D+y, D+ °O, and DO°t+. The D*° meson decays only to
DOy and D°t°; the decay D*O __> D+n- does not occur since the D*o mass is less than the
sum of the D+ and i' masses. These decays are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. All these decays are
strong or electromagnetic processes and the D* lifetime is therefore very short. Several
significant D decay modes are well measured, providing means of identifying the parent
D* mesons.
~~~~~~~~Quark Spin / Parity
Name Content Mass (MeV) c * Mean Lifetime Assignment
D* cu 2006.7 0.5 (very short) (JP)
D* ° cu 2006.7 ± 0.5 ? (very short) 
D*+ ed 2010.0 ± 0.5 ? (very short) 1-
Do cu 1864.6 + 0.5 124 m O-
D+ cd 1869.4 + 0.4 317 gm O-
+ ud 139.5690 + 0.0004 7.8 m 0-
eoT i (uu- dd) 134.9764 + 0.0006 25 nm 0-
Kt su 493.68 + 0.02 3.7 m 0-
Table 1.1: Masses and lifetimes of some states involved in this analysis.
1. Reference to a specific particle or decay also implies the charge conjugate particle or decay
throughout this text, unless specified otherwise.
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Figure .1: D* decay diagrams.
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1.2 Previous Measurements
There is a significant discrepancy between the two most recent D*+ branching fraction
measurements and the world average existing prior to them (Table 1.2). Before 1992, the
BranchingFracin (%) B (D *+ -> DOE+) B (D*+ - D+7) B (D*+ -4 D+y)Fractions (%)
Mark III (1988) 57 + 4 + 4 26 2 + 2 17 5 5
PDG (1992) 55 4 27.2 2.5 18 + 4
CLEO II (1992) 68.1 + 1.0 + 1.3 30.8 + 0.4 + 0.8 1.1 + 1.4 + 1.6
PDG (1994) 68.1 + 1.3 30.8 + 0.8 1.1 +1.4
.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   - 0 .7
ARGUS (1994) 68.5 + 3.4 + 3.2 31.5 + 2.7 + 3.0 0.0 + 2.9+1.6
Table 1.2: Previous D*+ branching fractions and world averages (in chronological
order).
most precise measurement was made in 1988 by the Mark III experiment [2] using the
SPEAR e+e- storage ring at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. DD* and D'D* (and
DD) pairs were produced at a center of mass energy (ECM) of 4.14 GeV. The directly pro-
duced and secondary D mesons were reconstructed, and a fit was made to the recoil mass
squared1 spectrum. The fit was compared with a Monte Carlo model to extract the corre-
sponding D*+ branching fractions. This result dominated the world average (as deter-
mined by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [5]) until 1992.
Another measurement was made in 1992 by the CLEO II experiment [3] using the
CESR e+e ' storage ring at Cornell. D* mesons were produced in the decays of B mesons
produced near the resonance (around ECM = 10 GeV). The D*+ mesons decaying to
D)+y and D+n° were fully reconstructed. The ratio of the D*+ - D+nO and
1) * + -> DOn+ branching fractions was constrained using a phase space and isospin con-
2 21. The recoil mass squared u is defined as u = (ECM - ED) - PD, where ED and PD are the D
energy and momentum.
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servation relationship.1 The CLEO II results were much more precise than and signifi-
cantly different from the Mark III values. The latest PDG values [1] are identical to those
found by CLEO II. The ARGUS experiment [4] was very similar to the CLEO II experi-
ment, and it obtained very similar results.
1.3 Importance of the D*+ Branching Fraction Measurement
The D* meson is an example of a heavy quark (c) - light quark (uld) system. This type of
system is believed to be well described by existing models (in particular, the constituent
quark model [6, 7] and the cloudy bag model [8]), which have been very successful in
modeling other heavy quark-light quark experimental observations. The heavy quark is
considered to be approximately the center of mass of the system and is treated non-relativ-
istically, while the light quark moves relativistically around it. Particularly accurate pre-
dictions are expected for the ratio of the D*° and D*+ radiative decay rates. The predicted
ratio is consistent with the two most recent measurements [9]. The Mark mII measurement
implies either a failure of these models or some non-standard extension. The radiative
decay rates are functions of the quark magnetic moments, and the larger Mark m11 value
indicates an anomalously large charm quark magnetic moment. One possible explanation
for such an anomaly is that the charm quark may be a composite object [8].
Accurate D*+ branching fractions are also required for physics studies not directly
related to the D* mesons. In particular, the D is a major decay product of B mesons
(B(B --> D*-X) = 23% [1]), and the branching fractions will be important for upcoming
high-statistic B physics studies.
1. The same relationship is used in this analysis (Eq. 5.1)
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1.4 Object of This Experiment
This experiment made an independent measurement of the D*+ branching fractions, using
a completely different technique from those described above. The goal of the measure-
ment was to provide a check of the previous results, and to attempt to resolve the discrep-
ancy between them.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus
2.1 The Beijing Electron Positron Collider
The Beijing Electron Positron Collider (BEPC) [10] is located at the Institute of High
Energy Physics (IHEP) in Beijing. A schematic of the collider is shown in Fig. 2.1. The
main linac accelerates electrons and positrons to energies between 1.1 and 1.4 GeV. They
are further accelerated to steady beam energies of between 1.5 and 2.2 GeV in the storage
ring. The ring operates with one bunch of particles per beam. The collision frequency is
1.25 MHz. The peak luminosity at ECM = 4.03 GeV is 8 x 103°cm2s -2 , although typical
operating luminosities were around 1 to 2 x 1030cm2 s-2 for this experiment. Filling the
storage ring typically took about 30 minutes, and the collider could operate efficiently for
one to two hours before requiring a new fill. The storage ring has two interaction regions:
the BES detector occupied one, and the other was vacant during this experiment.
Ring Synchrotron
Radiation
Lines
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the BEPC.
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2.2 The Beijing Spectrometer
The Beijing Spectrometer (BES) [10] (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3) is a multi-component device
designed to measure charged and neutral particles over nearly the entire solid angle
around the interaction point. The barrel part of the detector, from innermost component
outward, consists of a four-layer central drift chamber (CDC), a 40-layer main drift cham-
ber (MDC), a ring of 48 time-of flight (TOF) counters, and a 24-layer lead-gas sampling
calorimeter (shower counter), all of which are arranged cylindrically symmetrically
around the aluminum storage ring beampipe. A 0.4 Tesla solenoid encloses the barrel
components. An iron yoke outside the solenoid provides flux return for the magnetic field
and contains three double-layer sets of proportional tubes used for muon detection. The
endcap TOF and shower counters cover the regions near the beampipe. Luminosity moni-
tors immediately next to the beampipe detect small-angle bhabhas.
All of the barrel components were used in the trigger (section 3.2); however, only the
MDC and barrel TOF were used directly in this analysis.
2.2.1 The Main Drift Chamber
The MDC provides tracking, momentum, and particle identification information.
Charged particles ionize the gas in the chamber, and the freed electrons drift in a uniform
electric field toward the sense wires. The primary electrons avalanche in a high field
region near the sense wire, and the time and size of this pulse are recorded. From the drift
times, the positions of the primary ionizations can be found and the particle track can be
reconstructed. From the curvature of the track in the magnetic field, the particle momen-
tum can be calculated. The 40 concentric layers of sense wires are grouped into ten super-
layers. The odd-numbered superlayers are stereo layers, with angles of two to five degrees
with respect to the beam direction to provide z-coordinate information. The four sense
17
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Figure 2.2: Transverse view of the BES detector.
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Figure 2.3: Axial view of the BES detector.
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r-Q
wires in each superlayer cell are staggered from the radial midplane of the cell to provide
local left-right ambiguity resolution. The spatial resolution for this experiment was
between 200 and 250 gm, and the momentum resolution was p/p = 0.21 x J+p2 (p
= momentum in GeV).
The pulse heights measure a particle's rate of ionization. The mean rate of ionization,
or dE/dx (energy loss through ionization per distance traveled), is related to the particle
velocity and is independent of its mass. This relation is described by the Bethe-Bloch for-
mula [11]. The actual ionization energy losses are Landau fluctuations about a mean. The
mean is estimated by ignoring the highest 30% of the pulse height measurements for a
given track and averaging the rest. Given the particle momentum and the dE/dx measure-
ment of the velocity, the mass can be deduced. For this experiment, the MDC provided 2a
separation between pions and kaons with momenta up to 550 MeV.
2.2.2 The Time-of-Flight Counter
The TOF counter measures the time at which a particle passes through the counter
with respect to the beam crossing time. The counter is made up of 48 scintillator strips,
each 15 cm. wide and 2 m. long. Light guides at both ends of each strip bring the photons
to photomultiplier tubes. The beam crossing time is measured by electrodes near the
beampipe which sense the pulses induced by the passing bunches. The bunches are each
some 5 cm. long and they overlap for about 170 ps. This uncertainty in the interaction time
contributes directly to the uncertainty in the TOF measurement. The TOF resolution for
hadrons was between 400 and 500 ps for this experiment. This range includes degradation
due to scintillator aging. Given the particle path and momentum from the MDC measure-
ments, the velocity and mass can be deduced. For this experiment, the TOF provided 2c
separation between pions and kaons with momenta up to 650 MeV.
20
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Figure 2.4: Truncated dE/dx pulse height vs. momentum. Separate bands are visible
corresponding to electrons and positrons (e), pions (xt), kaons (K), and protons and
anti-protons (p).
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Figure 2.5: TOF beta vs. momentum. Separate bands are visible corresponding to
electrons and positrons (e), pions (t), kaons (K), and protons and anti-protons (p).
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Chapter 3
Data Accumulation
3.1 Electron - Positron Collisions at 4.03 GeV Center of Mass Energy
The data used in this analysis were accumulated at the BEPC at a center of mass energy of
4.03 GeV. This energy was chosen to maximize the production of Ds mesons via the reac-
tion e+e - - D s L. This choice of energy was based on the Eichten model [12], whichS S
predicts that Ds pair production will peak at this energy, and on data from several experi-
ments [13,14] which indicated a peak in total hadronic cross section at this energy. As it
turns out, much of the peak observed by Crystal Ball is due to DD* and D* pair produc-
tion.
:3.2 Triggering
With a bunch collision rate of 1.25 MHz, only a small fraction of the e+e - interactions
which occurred could be measured by the detector, and only a small fraction of those mea-
sured could be written to tape. An on-line trigger consisting of output from several detec-
tor components was used to decide quickly which events were likely to be interesting and
should be recorded. The trigger conditions represented a compromise between different
goals:
* to make the total amount of data written to tape manageable
* to minimize the rejection of interesting events (i.e., to keep the efficiency high)
* to minimize the detector operating time used recording uninteresting events
Charm events were the object of the all analyses performed with this data set; in addition,
wide-angle bhabhas and +g- pairs were useful for luminosity measurement and detector
calibration. The general characteristics of these event types were high momentum tracks
23
in the drift chamber, large energy deposition in the shower counter, and hits in the muon
detection system. The trigger was a logical OR of the following criteria:
1. At least two drift chamber tracks each with associated barrel TOF hits.
2. At least 1 GeV total energy deposition in the barrel shower counter.
3. At least one hit in the innermost muon detector layer.
The typical trigger rate was between five and 10 Hz.
3.3 Experimental Runs
The data used here were accumulated during three separate running periods between the
Spring of 1992 and the Spring of 1994. In addition to minor equipment and operations
problems expected in such a complex system, there was one major problem during each
running period.
In the 1992 run, 3.3 pb- 1 of data were accumulated. It was discovered about two thirds
of the way through this run that the drift chamber time-to-amplitude converter (TAC)
threshold was set too high, resulting in reduced efficiencies both for triggering and for
reconstructing tracks in recorded events. This threshold was reduced for the final third of
the 1992 run. Because of this change, the 1992 run was divided into two parts for the pur-
pose of determining detector efficiency from Monte Carlo.
During the 1993 run, an intermittent timing shift in the drift chamber pulse height
readout electronics resulted in the loss of dE/dx information for some 36% of the run.
Since pulse height was also involved in track reconstruction1 , the events with no dE/dx
information were not used in physics analyses. Fortunately these events were easily iden-
1. Drift chamber electron drift time was measured by a TDC (time-to-digital converter) which
recorded the time at which a pulse from a sense wire crossed a discriminator threshold. For a given
actual drift time, a larger pulse with a faster rise time would cross the threshold earlier than a
smaller pulse. This effect was accounted for in reconstruction using a factor which was a function
of pulse height.
24
tified. The total integrated luminosity for the 1993 run was 7.3 pb-1, of which 4.7 pb-l1 with
good dE/dx information are used in this analysis.
The 1994 run was by far the most productive, with 14.7 pb- 1 accumulated. However,
during this run there were small systematic shifts in beam energy away from the nominal
2.015 GeV. It was not possible to reconstruct these shifts precisely, and as a result there
was a relatively large systematic uncertainty (- ±2 MeV) in the ECM value for this period.
This uncertainty was very significant for analyses involving D D* events, as will be
described later. However, it had little effect on DD* analyses.
25
Chapter 4
Monte Carlo Simulation
4.1 General Approach
Monte Carlo simulation was used to study the expected signal and background character-
istics and to determine the detection efficiencies. The simulation consisted of two parts:
one which modeled the production and decay of charmed particles, and one which mod-
eled the detector response. The charm physics simulation was based on existing models
(e.g., decay angular distributions) and measurements (e.g., decay branching fractions).
The detector simulation was similarly based both on models (e.g., multiple scattering of
particles in the various detector media) and on actual measurements made with the detec-
tor. These calibration measurements were made with well-understood, high-statistic pro-
cesses (e.g., J/T and T' decays).
Detection efficiencies were used to relate the number of observed events to the number
that were actually produced. Two types of efficiencies were determined:
* Individual track efficiency, which accounted for detector response and for the effi-
ciency of the reconstruction algorithm. This efficiency was applied to each recon-
structed track.
* Global efficiency, which accounted for physics effects, such as the angular and
momentum distributions of the produced particles, and for the efficiency of the anal-
ysis algorithm. This efficiency was applied to the reconstructed sample as a whole.
4.2 D* and D Physics Simulation
The simulation process began with the decay of a 4.03 GeV virtual photon into a pair of
charmed particles. DD*, D **, and DD events were generated separately. The D* mesons
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were decayed at the same time, and care was taken to model the joint angular distributions
of the charm pair production and D* decays (described in detail in Appendix B). The D
mesons were then decayed via the various intermediate D decay states into long lived
states (leptons, pions, kaons, photons). These particles and the secondary pions and pho-
tons from the D* decays were propagated through the detector simulation.
The current world averages used for the D* decay mode branching fractions were
identical to those measured by CLEO II. Simulations showed that the reconstruction effi-
ciencies for D mesons were nearly identical for each of the D* decay modes. In addition,
simulations using different sets of D* branching fractions showed no appreciable differ-
ence in the reconstructed D mass distributions. These results indicated that no bias was
introduced with a specific choice of D* branching fractions.
A DD* sample was generated in which both particles were allowed to decay via all
possible modes according to the world average measured branching fractions. This sample
was used to examine backgrounds due to the D decay modes which were not recon-
structed. This sample was also useful for developing and testing the analysis which was
used on the real data. D* and DD samples with both particles decaying to all modes
'were also produced to check for backgrounds to the DD* signal.
The global detection efficiency for each reconstruction mode was extracted using dif-
ferent DD* samples. In these samples, one D meson was forced to decay only via the
mode to be reconstructed, while the other D meson could decay via all modes. The analy-
sis algorithms were applied to these samples, and the global detection efficiencies were
given by the ratios of the numbers of reconstructed D mesons to the numbers generated.
4.3 Determination of Individual Track Efficiencies
The detector simulation was used to determine the detection and reconstruction efficiency
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for individual tracks as a function of particle type, momentum, and direction. Pions and
kaons were generated with random momenta and propagated through the detector. High
track multiplicity in an event could affect efficiency by confusing the track reconstruction;
the particles were therefore generated with the same multiplicity distribution as seen in the
real data. The number reconstructed was compared with the number thrown as a function
of momentum, polar angle, and azimuthal angle. The efficiencies were found to be inde-
pendent of azimuthal angle. The momentum and polar angle efficiency distributions (Fig.
4.1) were used to construct individual efficiencies for the real data tracks.
Some elements of the detector changed during the experiment. Variable factors
included adjustments, aging, and failures of components and readout electronics (for
example, those described in section 3.3). These variations were accounted for in the simu-
lation with different sets of calibration constants. The constants were based on known
changes in the detector (e.g., dead readout channels) and on brief calibration physics runs
(e.g., ' production) interspersed throughout the 4.03 GeV runs. Four sets of constants
were produced, one each for the 1993 and 1994 runs, and two for the 1992 run, as
described in section 3.3. Separate sets individual track efficiencies were determined using
each set of calibration constants. In addition, the Monte Carlo samples described in sec-
tion 4.2 were generated using each set of constants in proportion to the amount of data
taken under each set of conditions.
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Figure 4.1: Detection efficiencies for individual charged tracks, deter-
mined from Monte Carlo: a) pions as a function of cosO; b) kaons as a
function of cosO; c) pions as a function of momentum; d) kaons as a func-
tion of momentum.
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Chapter 5
Analysis Method
5.1 D* Physics at 4.03 GeV
At 4.03 GeV center of mass energy, D* and D mesons are produced only in the reactions
e+e- -> DD*, e+e - - D*D*, and e+e- -. DD. At this energy, the momentum spectra
of D mesons, both primary and secondary (from D* - DY and D* -> D/I), from each of
these three reactions are distinct (Table 5.1). This fact allows the selection of independent
pure DD and D* * event samples, based on the momentum of reconstructed D candi-
dates.
Table 5.1: D momenta from production at ECM = 4.03 GeV
1200
1000
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200
0
1000
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600
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200
0
Momentum (KIC n) (GeV) Momentum (IC ,*t +) (GeV)
Figure 5.1: D momentum spectra. The D mesons are reconstructed in the a)
DO - Kit:+ and b) D+ -4 K'n X+ modes. The dashed lines indicate the midpoints
between the D D* and DD*spectra. The D+ signal in the D D range is small because
the D*+D* - cross section is very small at ECM = 4.03 GeV.
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Production Mode Momentum Range
DD * .004 GeV < P < .308 GeV
DD* .368 GeV < PD <.664 GeV
DD PD = .752 GeV, PD = .764 GeV
7
Both the D* and D mesons produced at this energy mostly decay within a millimeter of
their production vertices. D candidates must therefore be identified by their longer-lived
decay products which pass through the detector. In this analysis, D mesons decaying via
the DO - K-+ and D+ -> K-7t++ channels are reconstructed.1 These kaons and pions
have sufficiently long lifetimes and high momenta to be efficiently identified and mea-
sured. D candidate reconstruction is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
It would also be useful to reconstruct fully D* candidates, by identifying both the sec-
ondary D meson and its accompanying pion or photon. However, at 4.03 GeV the
momenta of these pions and photons are very low (P, < 84MeV, P, < 181MeV) and it
was not possible to reconstruct these particles with any efficiency.
5.2 D*+ Branching Fraction Measurement Methods
The D*+ branching fractions can be related to the observed number of D mesons. First,
note that every D* meson decays to a DO meson (and an accompanying pion or photon).
'The fraction of D *+ decays that produce a DO meson is equal to the D *+ DOlr+ branch-
ing fraction (B (D*+ -+ DOn+) B + ).2 Because the three D*+ branching fractions are
assumed to add up to one (unitarity constraint), the fraction of D*+ decays that produce a
D+ meson is given by 1 - B +. B + can then be related to the observed numbers of D
mesons in each type of event (DD* and D D *) and can be extracted from a measurement
of these numbers. These relationships are described in detail below.
1. Doubly Cabibbo suppressed DO - K-X + decays are also reconstructed. This branching frac-
tion is added to the DO - K-c+ fraction, since no distinction is made between DO and D ° decays
in this analysis.
2. As a reminder, invariance under charge conjugation is assumed throughout this analysis, and
reference to a specific particle or decavy also implies the charge conjugate particle or decay. For
example, B (D + - DO+) = B (D - D° -) - B
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With a measurement of B + and the unitarity constraint, one more constraint is
needed to extract the other two D*+ branching fractions. It is obtained by assuming that
the two D*+ -- Dni decay rates are identical except for isospin conservation and phase
space factors:
B (D*+ D+O) 1 P+ (5.1)
B (D*+ - D0lr+) 2 PD 
where the factor of 1/2 is due to isospin conservation, and PD is the D momentum in the
D* rest frame.
5.2.1 D*+ Branching Fractions from DD* Events
Consider first the DD* event sample. The DOand D+ production cross sections1' DO
(= )DO) and oD+ (= D) for DD* events can be expressed as a function of B + and the
DD* cross sections DOD*O (= ODOD*O) and OD+oD (= D-D+):
AD = ( DOD*O from the primary DO
+ GZD0D*O from D*O --> D°X
+ B ·+ ( D*+ from D* +-->D0 +
= 2. DO*O + B + D+D (5.2)
aD+ (D+D*- from the primary D+
+( 1 -~B )a DD*+ fromD*+ -->D+X
= (2-B B+). D+D* (5.3)
Assuming that charged and neutral DD* pairs are produced at equal rates except for
phase space factors,
1. The cross section is a defined as the number produced per unit luminosity.
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p3
aDOD*O D*O 
p3 *+
D-D*+ D
where PD*0 and PD*+ are the D* momenta.
The ratio of the D+ and DO cross sections can be expressed as
a N°Os B.B(DO) eED L N+ .B(D O)
RR~~ D= (5.5)
Do Nob B (D + )' ED L N B (D+)DO D+ 8D*
where Nobs and Nobs are the number of reconstructed D mesons; B(D°) is the DO decay
DO D +
branching fraction B(D0 - K-7+ ); B(D+) is the D+ decay branching fraction
B(D + --> K-7++); D0 and ED+ are the D reconstruction global efficiencies; L is the inte-
grated luminosity; and ND = NDbs/eD. Combining equations 5.2 - 5.5,
B = 2 (1 - rR) (5.6)
n + +R
B + can then be related to the two other D*+ decay mode branching fractions using
the unitarity constraint and the relationship between the D*+ ---> D+7C fractions (Eq. 5.1).
5.2.2 D*+ Branching Fractions from D*D* Events
An analogous measurement of the D* + branching fractions can be made using the
independent DD* event sample. In this case, the DO and D+ production cross sections
Ic*Do (= aC*o) and c*D+ (= *D- ) for D D* events can be expressed as a function of B +
and the D*cross sections a 0 _,0 and a0*+0*:
DO 2 (T D*O + D*+D* ) + (5.7)
ED+ = 2 ( 1 B+) DD*- (5.8)
Assuming that charged and neutral DD*5 pairs are produced at equal rates except for
phase space factors,
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* = CYD*OD*Or *
aD*+D)*-
p 3
D*O
p3
D*+
(5.9)
The ratio of the D cross sections can be expressed as:
R* = D+
0oo
NO+bs . B (D0) £o L
Nbs . B (D+) £D+ L (5.10)
where Nobs and N bs are the number of reconstructed D mesons, and e O and ED+ are
the D reconstruction global efficiencies. Combining equations 5.7 - 5.10,
1 - r*R*
B+ 1 +R* (5.11)
B + again can be related to the other D*+ branching fractions using the unitarity and
isospin/phase space constraints.
5.2.3 D*+ Branching Fractions Combining D** and DD* Events
A measurement of the D*+ branching fractions can also be made combining the
observed number of D mesons in both DD* and D75* events as follows:
oD, B (D+ ) E £D L
DO. B (D) £o' L
c DO' B (D O) EDO' L
2 (1 - Bx+) £;+
(2 - B+) D+
2 (r* + B+) o
= ' (2r+B B+) Do
(5.12)
(5.13)
r D*+D-
(D+D*-
Combining equations 5.12 and 5.13,
= (1 -2r-2a+r*) + [ (1 -2r-2a+ar*)2-8 (a- 1) (r-ar*)] 1/2+ 2(1-a)
(5.14)
(5.15)
where
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N*obs
D+Nobs
D+
r*obs
DO
Aobs
D°
where
ND+bS sD+NbDS (£Do
a = (5.16)
NDbS obs oED°N+ D+ D Do
Again, the other D*+ branching fractions are extracted from B + using the unitarity
and isospin/phase space constraints.
5.3 Discussion of Analysis Methods
The analysis methods presented above have several advantages and disadvantages with
respect to one another. The first two methods provide equivalent and statistically indepen-
(lent measurements of the D*+ branching fractions. In practice, however, the DD* mea-
surement has two significant disadvantages. First, since the available center of mass
energy is very near twice the D* masses, the D* cross sections are significantly lower
than the DD* cross sections; in particular, the D*+D* - cross section is very small. As a
result, the statistics of the D D measurement are much lower, and the statistical errors
much higher. Second, again because the D DB production is very near threshold, the factor
r* (Eq. 5.8), which appears in the expression for B + (Eq. 5.10), is subject to a much
larger relative error due to uncertainty in the D* mass and the center of mass energy than
the corresponding factor r which appears in Eq. 5.4.
The third method, combining both event types, has a significant advantage over the
first two in that it is independent of the D decay branching fractions (B(D°), B(D+)), which
must be measured independently and are sources of significant systematic errors. Unfortu-
nately, this advantage is offset by the same statistical and systematic errors which afflict
the D D* measurement.
The analyses involving D* D events were attempted, but the D*+D* - cross section
proved to be too small for these analyses to be feasible with the available data. The DD*
measurement is presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Measurement
6.1 Event Selection and Identification
6.1.1 Charm Event Pre-selection
The raw data set was very large even after the application of the on-line trigger criteria and
still consisted mostly of uninteresting events. A pre-selection process was therefore car-
ried out during the data reconstruction, with only events satisfying all of the following cri-
teria being written to tape:
* at least three tracks reconstructed in the drift chamber OR at least two photons iden-
tified in the barrel shower counter
* the average of the radial components of the impact parameters of all reconstructed
tracks less than 2 cm.
* the average of the z components (along the beam direction) of the impact parameters
of all reconstructed tracks less than 20 cm.
* at least 1.5 GeV total scalar momentum for all charged tracks and photons in the
event
This pre-selection was common to all BES charm physics analyses.
6.1.2 Track Selection Criteria for D Meson Reconstruction
D mesons were reconstructed from charged kaons and pions. The following criteria were
applied to select kaon and pion candidate tracks:
* A radial impact parameter of less than 1cm., and a z impact parameter of less than 15
1. The impact parameter is the distance of closest approach of a track to the nominal interaction
point, as the track is extrapolated back from the drift chamber towards the interaction point.
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cm. These criteria eliminated some remaining tracks that did not come from e+e- col-
lisions (e.g., cosmic rays, beam-gas interactions), as well as some tracks that came
from non-D meson secondary decays (e.g., K° -> 7+7- ).
* A polar angle 0 (angle between the electron beam direction and the track) satisfying
I cos 01 < .85. This cut required that the track pass through six layers of the drift
chamber. Monte Carlo studies showed that the track reconstruction efficiency and
reliability decreased rapidly with larger values of IcosOl.
* A momentum greater than 170 MeV for each kaon candidate, and greater than 100
MeV for each pion candidate. Monte Carlo studies indicated that tracks coming from
D+ --> K-nrn++ decays with momenta lower than these were very rarely recon-
structed, resulting in a large relative error on their efficiencies.
I6.1.3 Particle Identification
The TOF and dE/dx particle identification systems were used to distinguish between
pions and kaons. X2 functions were constructed from the measured and predicted values
for each particle type; for kaons:
XTOF (K) = [t m a tpre (K) ] 2 (6.1)
TOF
dE/ ) phe -php (K) = [Phmashp (6.2)
dE/dx
and similarly for pions. These X2 functions were combined into a normalized likelihood
ratio, or weight:
( )x2 K 1 ()X2 K
Wk (-X2)° (K) (-I)X2d () (_)XToF 2(6.3)
oeTOF tEhdx f+ a g 2OF () ddx
Note that for a given track,
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(6.4)
6.2 Measurement of ND,,
6.2.1 DOCandidate Reconstruction
DO candidates were reconstructed from all combinations of pairs of oppositely charged
tracks which satisfied the criteria described above (section 6.1.2). The invariant mass and
momentum of each candidate were constructed using the measured momentum and the
hypothesized (kaon or pion) mass of each track. Each pair of tracks was reconstructed
using both hypotheses, resulting in two candidates per pair of tracks.
A joint efficiency was constructed for each candidate from the product of the individ-
ual detector track efficiencies:
eDO = £K.- n (6.5)
For each pair of candidates, joint likelihoods were constructed from the products of
the two individual track likelihoods, normalized by the sum of these two products:
wK (trackl) . w,, (track2)WDO (candidatel) = (6.6)
norm
w(candidate (track2) w (trackl)
wD (candidate2) = (6.7)
where
norm = w K (trackl) w, (track2) + wK (track2) w (trackl) (6.8)
In some cases, two pairs of tracks shared a common track; the normalization factor was
then the sum of all four individual unnormalized candidate likelihoods. More complicated
track sharing could occur, but in practice, there were very rarely more than two candidate
pairs in an event. With this normalized likelihood system, each pair or set of candidates
sharing a track had a total likelihood (or weight) of one, and double counting was avoided.
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W = - K
To account for systematic effects due to particle identification, a second weighting
scheme was also used. Out of each pair, the candidate with the higher likelihood was
assigned a weight of one, and the other candidate was discarded. The best candidates from
pairs sharing a track were each assigned a weight of 0.5. A separate global efficiency was
determined using this scheme.
As a further check for systematic effects, a third scheme using no particle identifica-
tion was used. Each candidate in a pair was assigned a weight of 0.5; candidates from
pairs sharing a track were assigned weights of 0.25. A separate global efficiency was again
determined.
Candidates were then selected by momentum to be consistent with DD production
(see section 5.1). The invariant mass of each candidate was entered in a histogram,
weighted by the candidate likelihood and the inverse of the candidate efficiency. Separate
mass distributions were plotted using each weighting scheme.
6.2.2 DO Signal Fit
The D meson, which decays only via weak processes, has a very small intrinsic width
(<< 1 eV). The signal shape was therefore dominated by detector resolution. In addition,
there was a significant effect due to the fact that for each correctly reconstructed DO, there
was a partner candidate for which the kaon and pion mass assignments were reversed.
Because the track momenta were large with respect to the pion - kaon mass difference, the
resulting invariant mass was close to that of the correctly reconstructed partner. Monte
Carlo studies showed that the incorrect invariant mass distribution peaked very near the
,DO mass (Fig. 6.1). To allow for these two signal shapes, the signal was fit with the sum of
two gaussian distributions.
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Figure 6.1: Invariant mass distributions for DO -- K-7t+ decays (Monte Carlo)
reconstructed with correct and reversed mass assignments: a) correct assignment;
b) reversed assignment; c) overlay of a) and b); d) sum of a) and b).
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The background to this signal consisted of combinations of tracks from other D decay
modes and from continuum quark pair production. Monte Carlo studies indicated that
because of the large kaon and pion momenta resulting from DO -> K-gc+ , most of the
background from DD* events originated from several specific physics processes, rather
than from random track combinations (Fig. 6.2):
1. DO --> K-K+, in which one kaon was misidentified as a pion.
2. DO -r-n + , in which one pion was misidentified as a kaon.
3. DO -- K-n+7O and D+ -- K-+ +, in which one n° or + was not observed.
4. DO - K-e+v and DO -- K-g+v, in which the e+ or + was called a pion.
To account for this highly structured background, the total background was fit by the
sum of
* a free polynomial, and
* a separate, fixed higher-order polynomial fit to the Monte Carlo DD* decay back-
ground, multiplied by a free scale factor.
Monte Carlo D*73* and DD samples showed that the background due to these events was
smooth in the fit region.
The fitted mass distributions using each of the three particle identification schemes are
shown in Fig. 6.3.
6.2.3 DOResult
The signal size (Nobs ) was extracted by counting the number of histogram entries in
the signal range (1.74 - 1.99 GeV) and subtracting the integrated background fit over this
range. The uncertainty in Nobs was obtained from the error matrix of the fit and from the
total number of candidates, as described in Appendix A. Nobs was then divided by the
global Monte Carlo efficiency, yielding the total number of DO - K- + events in the
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Figure 6.2: Background to DO - K-i+ signal from other D decays in DD* events
(Monte Carlo): a) DO --> K-K+ (left-hand peak) and DO n-* + decays, b) from
DO -> K-g+rO and D+ - K-7t+n+ decays, and c) from DO - K-e+v and
DO -> K-g+v decays, each with the total DD* background overlaid. Fig. d) shows
the fit to the total background.
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Figure 6.3: Gaussian-plus-polynomial fits to DO mass distributions using a) the
normalized likelihood scheme, b) the best candidate scheme, and c) no particle
identification.
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sample (NDO). A weighted average of the results using the three particle identification
schemes was taken as the final value of NDo. The systematic uncertainty on this value was
set using the extrema of the individual measurements (as described in Appendix A.3). The
results are shown in Table 6.1. The different particle identification methods were found to
be in good agreement, and the systematic uncertainty is comparable to the standard devia-
tion of the mean.
Particle ID Scheme NDoo
Normalized Likelihood 5468 + 241
Best Candidate 5300 + 255
No Particle ID 5362 + 220
Combined 5379 + 137+ 334
Table 6.1: Results of measurements of NDo
The validity of the fixed DD* background shape was checked by examining its fitted
scale factor. The fixed background polynomial was obtained from a fit to a known number
of DD* Monte Carlo events (Fig. 6.2 (d)). The fitted scale factor should be equal to the
ratio of the number of DD* events in the data to the number of Monte Carlo DD* events
thrown. The total number of DD* events in the data is equal to the measured ND,, divided
by the DO -- K-i + branching fraction. This comparison is shown in Table 6.2. The agree-
ment was good for all three particle identification schemes.
Expected Background Fitted BackgroundParticle ID Scheme Scale Factor Scale Factor
Normalized Likelihood 0.2879 ± 000162 0.2928 ± 0.0390
Best Candidate 0.2791 ± 0.0166 0.2674 + 0.0391
No Particle ID 0.2823 + 0.0152 0.2742 ± 0.0340
Table 6.2: Comparison between expected and fitted D o background scale factors.
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6.3 Measurement of ND,
6.3.1 D+ Candidate Reconstruction
D+ candidates were reconstructed from all sets of three charged tracks with a net
charge of + 1 which satisfied the criteria described in section 6.1.2. The track with charge
opposite to that of the other two was assigned a kaon hypothesis, and the others were
called pions (in the decay D+ --> K-7c+r+, the kaon charge is always the opposite of the D
charge). There was therefore one candidate per set of tracks.
A joint likelihood for each candidate was constructed from the product of the three
individual track likelihoods. Multiple candidates in an event could share one or more
tracks, and there were often multiple candidates with the same charge. The candidates in
an event were separated by charge, and normalization factors were constructed for each
charge type:
norm+ = (wK (trackl) w,~ (track2) w,~ (track3))i (6.9)
(wD+) - (WK (trackl) w (track2) · w, (track3) (6.10)
(w~D+) i norm
and similarly for D- candidates.
Two additional candidate weighting schemes were used:
1. Best candidate: the candidate likelihoods were used to pick the best candidate of
each charge type. These candidates were each assigned a weight of one, and the other
candidates were discarded.
2. No particle ID: no particle identification was used, and each candidate of a given
charge was assigned a weight of one divided by the number of candidates with that
charge.
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As in the DO reconstruction, joint efficiencies were constructed from the products of
the individual detector track efficiencies, and DD* event candidates were selected by
momentum.
6.3.2 D+ Signal Fit
The D+ background consisted mainly of random combinations of kaons and pions and
was much larger than that of the DO. The signal to background ratio was low, and the
extracted signal size was found to be relatively sensitive to the background fit. To account
for any systematic effect due to fitting, two separate fits were made. In one, the distribu-
tion was fit with a gaussian and a polynomial background. The background uncertainty
was obtained from the fit error matrix. In the other, the sidebands around the signal region
(1.82 - 1.92 GeV) were fit with a polynomial, which was then interpolated under the signal
region. The uncertainty in this case was estimated by varying the width of the sidebands
included in the fit. The background uncertainties were considered to be uncorrelated, and
the two results were combined in a weighted average. The fits were found to be in good
agreement for the normalized likelihood and best candidate signals, and in reasonable
agreement for the cases with no particle identification.
Monte Carlo studies showed that the backgrounds from other DD* decays and from
D* and DD events were smooth in the fit region.
The fitted mass distributions using each of the three particle identification schemes are
shown in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5
6.3.3 D+ Result
The total number of D+ ---> K-Tc+t+ events in the sample (ND+ ) was extracted as in the
DO case; the results are shown in Table 6.3. The results using each of the three particle
identification schemes were found to be in reasonable agreement with one another. A
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Figure 6.4: Gaussian-plus-polynomial fits to D+ mass distributions using a) the
normalized likelihood scheme, b) the best candidate scheme, and c) no particle
identification.
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Figure 6.5: Sideband fits to D+ mass distributions using a) the normalized likeli-
hood scheme, b) the best candidate scheme, and c) no particle identification.
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weighted average of the three was taken as the final value of ND+. The systematic uncer-
tainty in this value was defined by the extrema of the averaged values.
Gaussian +
Polynomial Fit
Normalized Likelihood 5756 + 630
Best Candidate 5347 + 827
No Particle ID
Combined
Sideband Fit
5986 + 829
5676 + 694
Combined
+10035812 + 604 686
5494 + 615+ 87
- 974
6333 ± 710+ 913
- 1620
+ 13995847 + 368 + 1327
_ 1327
Table 6.3: Results of measurements of ND
6.4 Extraction of the D*+ Branching Fractions
The D*+ branching fractions were extracted from N 0 and ND+ as described in section
5.2.1. First, the ratio of the D+ and DO cross sections (R) was calculated according to Eq.
5.5. The systematic uncertainties in NDo and ND+ were considered to be independent of
one another and were added in quadrature. The upper bound uncertainties were combined
to obtain the upper bound systematic uncertainty in R:
= N r + N +P ) B (DO) + kB (D+) ) (6.11)
R t NDO ) t N+ ) B (D°) B (D+)
and similarly for the lower bound. The relative uncertainties in the DO and D+ branching
fractions were significant with respect to the standard deviations of the mean values of
NDO and ND+, but small compared with the systematic uncertainty in ND+.
Next, B + was derived from R according to Eq. 5.6. The factor r (Eq. 5.4) is a function
of the D and D* masses and of ECM; the relative uncertainty in r due to these parameters
was found to be very small ( (6r) /r - 0.001 ). Dropping terms in &r, the uncertainties in R
and B + were related by:
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_______ R (1. 41 (6.12)
B + (1 -rR) (I +R) R R
B (D*+ D+nO) was derived from B + according to Eq. 5.1. The uncertainties in the D,
D, and pion masses had a negligible contribution. The uncertainty in B (D*+ -- D+nO°)
was then given by:
1 p36B (D*+ -* D + °0) = -.3 (6B +) = 0.45 (6B +) (6.13)
DO
Finally, B (D*+ - D+y) was given by the unitarity constraint:
B (D*+ -- D+y) = - B (D*+ - DO7+) - B (D*+ -> D+O°)
= -B+ 1 + . (6.14)
5B (D*+ D+y) = - 1 + p3 (B ) = -1.45 (6B ) (6.15)
The results are listed in Table 6.4.
Decay Mode Branching Fraction (%)
+22.5
B (D*+ D07+)64.6 + 9.2 23.6
+ 10.2
B (D*+ -- D+i) 29.2 ± 4.2 10.6
B (D*+ -- D+y) 6.2 ± 13.4+ 342
Table 6.4: Results for the D*+ branching fractions.
6.5 Summary
The measured values of the D*+ branching fractions are consistent with the current world
average. Unfortunately, the statistical and systematic uncertainties are such that the results
are consistent with both the recent CLEO II and ARGUS measurements and with the older
Mark III measurement (Table 1.2). This measurement does provide an independent con-
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sistency check on these values using a completely different measurement technique.
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Appendix A
Error Analysis
A.1 General Approach
Consider a set of N observed candidates, consisting of S signal candidates and a back-
ground of B candidates, displayed in a histogram with a total of I entries over J bins. Let
wi be a scale factor that maps each entry ni into a number of candidates, and let bj be the
background level in each bin. Then
S = N-B = Xwini-,b j (A.1)
i j
The square of the differential uncertainty in S is then
I I I J I J
+ WiniE w knk- - wiSniE bj - I winiE bj (A.2)
i k i j i j
The purely statistical uncertainty ni is uncorrelated between different entries; the first
term therefore can be expressed as
2 I I
E wiani = winEw kfnk E w (8ni)2 = ew2 (A.3)
~i i k i i
The correlation between the number of entries and the background level in each bin is in
general weak, since the background for each bin is determined from a fit or other estimate
which includes all bins; the same is true of the correlation between the scale factors and
the background. There is clearly no correlation between the number of entries and the
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scale factor for each entry. Therefore, in averaging the differential uncertainties, the last
three cross terms in Eq. A.2 become zero. The RMS uncertainty in the signal size is then a
function of three terms:
, 2 A1/2
6 SRMS- Wi + SWini + (B) 2 (A.4)
i1i
1. The sum of the squares of the scale factors. This term represents the purely statisti-
cal uncertainty in the number of entries, from which the number of observed candi-
dates is derived.
2. The uncertainty in the scale factor (discussed below).
3. The uncertainty in the background (BRMS), which may be obtained by various
means and may be thought of as a systematic error. However, for a given signal to
background ratio, B is directly correlated with N, and fBIB in general decreases with
N.
A.2 Uncertainties for D Invariant Mass Distribution Fits
.A.2.1 Scale Factors
In the D analyses, the scale factor wi described above corresponds to the product of the
joint candidate likelihood (WD) and the inverse of the joint candidate track efficiency (ED)
(section 6.2.1):
gw wEDDW (A.1)
The uncertainty on w i has two components:
1. A "precision," or statistical uncertainty. Each wD is a function of the %2 values (Eqs.
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6.1 and 6.2) of the candidate's constituent particles. The X2 values depend on the
measured resolution of each particle identification system (TOF, cdE/dx). These reso-
lutions are based on very large data samples, and the uncertainties in the resolutions
are considered to be relatively small. Similarly, ED is based on an arbitrarily large
Monte Carlo sample and has a negligible statistical error.
2. An "accuracy," or systematic uncertainty between different particle identification
schemes. This term reflects systematic shifts in the particle identification systems or
in the Monte Carlo modeling of them. Other Monte Carlo systematics are assumed to
be small in comparison. Such shifts will likely have different effects in the different
particle identification schemes. Other Monte Carlo systematics are assumed to be
small.
The statistical uncertainty in assumed to be negligible compared to the systematic one.
The systematic effects are accounted for by comparing the results using the different parti-
cle identification schemes. Therefore no term in 8wi appears in 6S.
A.2.2 Background Uncertainties
The fitted polynomial background B of a mass distribution fit is given by
B = bj = ak (xi) k (A.2)
i j,k
where bj is the background value in the jth histogram bin, ak is the kth fit parameter, and xj
is the central mass value of the jth histogram bin. Then
(BRM) 2 = 8ak, X) Lk 8an (Xm) (A.3)
j,k m, n
where the 8ak8an are obtained from the fit error matrix.
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A.3 Uncertainties in Combined Measurements
Two uncertainties in the weighted average of several individual measurements (e.g., the
combination of results from three different particle identification schemes) are quoted:
1. The standard deviation of the mean. For several measurements A i + 6A i combined
into !t + 6g,
6C (= (A) 2 -1/2 (A.1)
2. A systematic uncertainty, in terms of upper and lower bounds defined by the highest
and lowest one-s values of the individual measurements. The uncertainty quoted is
the difference between these extrema and the weighted average. For example, if
A + 8A > B + 8B and B - 6B < A - BA, then the average g of these two measure-
ments and its uncertainty are
+ (A + A - )A2)
IX- (g - (B - B)) · (A.2)
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Appendix B
Angular Distributions
B.1 Introduction
The Monte Carlo physics simulations included the charm pair production and D* decay
angular distributions. The angular distributions for DD and D D* events were obtained
following the calculations by Cahn and Kayser [15]. The DD* event distributions were
calculated from the DD* production and D* decay amplitudes; this calculation is described
in detail below.
B.2 DD and D*D* Angular Distributions
The DD production distribution is straightforward, since the D meson is a pseudoscalar.
The angular part of the production amplitude is given by
MDD oc . P (B.1)
where l is the virtual photon polarization vector and p is the unit vector in the direction
of the D momentum. Squaring the amplitude and summing over the photon polarizations,
the angular part of the production cross section is given by
d o 1 - (n p) = sin2 0 (B.2)
where is electron beam direction, 0 is the angle between the beam direction and the D
momentum, and the sum over photon polarizations is given by
prlil = 8ij-hihj (B.3)
pol
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The D*D* distribution is more complicated. The D* mesons have non-zero spin, and
the D* * production and D* decay angular distributions must be expressed together in a
joint function. In addition, three different angular momentum states are allowed for the
D* D system, and the angular distributions are functions of the relative amplitudes of
these three states. The resulting distributions are described in Ref. 15.
B.3 DD* Angular Distributions
The DD* production and D* decay angular distributions are described by joint cross sec-
tion, one for the e e - y - DD - l DDt (* = virtual photon) process and one for
e +e -y* DD -- DDy process. Some parameters used in calculating these distribu-
tions are defined as follows:
h = beam direction
Q = virtual photon 4-momentum
q = virtual y polarization
p = D* 4-momentum, and = D* direction
p = D* polarization
0 = polar angle between beam direction and D* direction
q = Xc 4-momentum, and = X direction in the D rest frame
k = final state y 4-momentum, and k = final state y direction in the D rest frame
E = final state y polarization
01 = polar angle between D* direction and i/final state y direction in the D* rest frame
b1 = azimuthal angle between D* direction and ir/final state y direction in the D* rest
frame
x, Y, = lab frame coordinate system, where = n
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X', ', Z' = D* rest frame coordinate system, where:
y = (Xs)= pxA
sin0
x' =yx'x = (p x) xp
sinO
The Lorentz-invariant DD* production amplitude (equivalent to the DD* production
amplitude) is
M oc aPRV QvPpa
DMD
(B.1)
Consider first the e ei - y -* DD -- DDT process. The D - Dlr vertex can be
expressed as [15]
MDC oC po (q- r) (B.2)
where r is the D 4-momentum. The angular distribution is fully described by considering
only the pion production cross section; then the total amplitude is
MDD ° a £Iv QqnvPPaPq (B.3)
Summing over the D* polarizations,
MDDgoc E EV QR1VPP gaPo ma a
= apLv a p _tv p
= ea Qflvppqo - F Q' qvgaP~oq/ to* (B.4)
where
P
m *
D
(B.5)
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his amplitude is Lorentz-invariant, and therefore each term in the expression may be eval-
uated in any rest frame. Evaluating the second term in the D* rest frame, it is zero on
inspection because the D* 4-vector p has only one non-zero component. The remaining
term can be evaluated in the lab frame. In this frame, the only non-zero term of Q, is Q4 =
ECM. Then
MDD oa Q4BvPq1
va3
= EMe 1vPvq,
= (ECM) ( X l) q (B.6)
Squaring this amplitude and summing over virtual photon polarizations,
, MDnI, _.q- (Prl)
= A l11 iqPk e lrqsPt
ijk ist ijk rst
= E qjPk p- qsPt£ j kE qsPtinr
(where XEliTlr = ir - ilnr)
l
2 2 dN2
= sin 0- (sin1 sina sin0) 2o d-D (B.7)dQ
Next consider the e e - y - DD - DDy process. The D - Dy vertex has the
same structure as the DD* production vertex:
abcd
MDy c E kcEd pPa (B.8)
The total amplitude is
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MDDY°'ca Ql2vPPPaPE kcEdPbPa
Summing over D* polarizations,
japgv abcd a3 tlv abcd P
MDZT oC QEtrlvP lE kcEdPb - E QtrvPO kcEdpbPaPa/m· (B.9)
Evaluating the second term in the D* rest frame, it is zero on inspection because the D* 4-
vector p has only one non-zero component. Evaluating the first part of the remaining term
in the lab frame and the second part in the D* rest frame,
MDDy, (£ P4Q41VP)( d ka4cdP4)
= (EcM) (m*) (xr)D* 1 3 E\
.(kxE) (B.10)
Squaring this amplitude and summing over virtual photon and final state photon polariza-
tions,
I JIM DD2 . ijk imn Erst kUVEv
l,E rl,E
ijk imn rst ruv u(kt ( - knk)
= E pie kmE psE u( k t- nkn) (nvknkv)
(where YEnEV
E
o 1- (h.k)2+2(p.k) (.P) (hk)
2 2IN dND
= 1 + (coscos0 1) _ (sin0sin 1cosSbl) d Zdf2
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(B.11)
= 8nv kknk )
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